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Transfer of temporal fluctuations between the signal and pump beams in diffusion dominated
photorefractive two-beam coupling is studied experimentally. The dependence on the gain, beam
intensity ratio, and frequency of the fluctuations is found to agree well with a linearized analysis.
The transfer of perturbations is frequency dependent at low frequencies, and becomes constant at
frequencies large compared to the inverse material time constant. We discuss the possibility of
pump noise suppression when amplifying weak signals. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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The temporal dynamics of beam coupling in photo
fractive media have been the subject of numerous studie1–8

Since no general analytical solution is available, either
merics or approximate analysis must be used. In the un
pleted pump limit, a transfer function is sufficient to descri
the temporal behavior of the signal,7 while for arbitrary
pump to signal ratios a transfer matrix describing the c
pling of fluctuations between the pump and signal beam
available.9,10 An analytical study of the stability of severa
photorefractive resonator circuits based on the transfer
trix formalism was found to be consistent with experimen
observations.10 Nonetheless, a direct experimental measu
ment of the transfer matrix elements has been lacking. In
present letter, we demonstrate agreement between mea
ments of the four matrix elements and the transfer ma
formalism. The behavior of the transfer matrix coefficien
for frequencies small compared to the inverse of the die
tric relaxation time of the material leads to some potentia
useful aspects of frequency dependent two-beam coup
In particular, we show that it is possible to amplify a we
signal with a noisy pump beam, such that the signal to no
ratio of the amplified signal is higher than that of the init
pump beam.

Two-beam coupling in photorefractive media is d
scribed by Eqs.~1a! and ~1b!
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wheres andp are the signal and pump amplitudes,g is the
grating amplitude, and the time constantt scales inversely
with the total intensityI5usu21upu2. To solve Eqs.~1a! and
~1b!, we write the signal and pump beams as the s
of constant and fluctuating parts:s(z,t)5s(0)(z)
1Re@ds(z)eiVt#, and p(z,t)5p(0)(z)1Re@dp(z)eiVt#,
whereV is the fluctuation frequency. The solution of the
amplitudes can be written in the compact form11

F s~0!~z!

p~0!~z!
G5F cos~Q! sin~Q!

2sin~Q! cos~Q!
GF s~0!~0!

p~0!~0!
G , ~2!
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where Q5arctan(eGz/2/Am)2arctan(1/Am), and
m5up(0)(0)/s(0)(0)u2.

Linearizing Eqs.~1a! and~1b! with respect to the pertur
bations and solving gives for the fluctuations

F ds~z!

dp~z!
G5T~z!F ds~0!

dp~0!
G , ~3!

where the transfer matrixT relates the fluctuations befor
and after the beam interaction in the crystal. The matrix
ements are given by9,10

T115cos~Q!
11me2Gz/2eH

11me2Gz/2 , ~4a!

T125sin~Q!
12e2Gz/2eH

12e2Gz/2 , ~4b!

T2152sin~Q!
e2Gz/22eH

e2Gz/221
, ~4c!

T225cos~Q!
eH1me2Gz/2

11me2Gz/2 , ~4d!

with H5$ ln@(11m)/(11me2Gz)#2Gz/2%/(11Vt). Note that
for Vt→` the factorH vanishes and theT matrix reduces to
the steady state solution Eq.~2!. This means that high fre
quency fluctuations scatter off of the grating formed by t
low frequency structure of the fields, as they would from
passive, frequency independent, beamsplitter. It is in
high frequency regime that photorefractive crystals ha
been used as adaptive beam combiners for homodyne
heterodyne detectors.12–15

Direct detection of a signal beam with weak modulati
at frequencyV leads to a photocurrent with ratio between t
fluctuating and dc components given byRs(0)5ds(0)/
s(0)(0). Theoutput fluctuation ratios are given by

Rs~z!5
T11

cos~Q!1Am sin~Q!
Rs~0!

1
T12

cos~Q!/Am1sin~Q!
Rp~0!, ~5a!
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Rp~z!5
T21

Am cos~Q!2sin~Q!
Rs~0!

1
T22

cos~Q!2sin~Q!/Am
Rp~0!. ~5b!

The individual matrix elementsTi j can then be isolated by
settingRs(0) or Rp(0) separately equal to zero.

The matrix elements were measured with the two-bea
coupling setup shown in Fig. 1. Two linearly polarized
beams from a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser at 532 n
were passed through acousto-optic modulators~AOM! that
diffracted a small part of the beams at a predetermined fr
quency. The directly transmitted beams consisted of a
component together with a small sinusoidally varying ampl
tude modulation. The beams were then coupled in a SB

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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(Sr2BaNb2O6) crystal. The grating vector was parallel to th
crystalc axis and the crystal measured 5 mm along the
rection of propagation. The total intensity transmission fac
was 0.6 which included Fresnel and absorptive losses.
beams were focused into the crystal with a 100 mm le
giving an external full crossing angle of;8° and spots of
diameter 65mm full width at half-maximum~FWHM!. The
tightly focused beams gave a relatively short interaction
gion, and hence a modest couplingG l;2–3. The advantage
of focusing the beams is the increase of intensity in the
teraction volume, leading to a shorter time constant, an
faster frequency response. Measurements were made
total power incident on the crystal of 6.5 and 55 mW leadi
to time constantst of about 0.25 and 0.05 s, respectivel
The time constant was measured by frequency shifting
of the beams with a piezomirror, and measuring the variat
of coupling strength with frequency shift. The beams we
then detected with silicon photodiodes and the dc and fl
tuating amplitudes measured with a spectrum analyzer
order to distinguish between the different matrix elements
Eqs.~4a!–~4d!, only one of the input beams was modulat
at a time. The modulation frequency was tuned betwee
and 20 inverse time constants. The coupling coefficient w
determined by measuring the transmitted signal beam w
and without the pump present, and using Eq.~2!.

The measured and the calculated matrix elements
compared in Fig. 2 for the low intensity experime
(P56.5 mW!, and input beam ratios ofm50.1, 1.0, and 10.
t
FIG. 2. Measured and calculated~solid lines! matrix elements for input beam intensity ratios ofm50.1, 1, and 10 forG l.2.2. The total power of the inciden
beams was 6.5 mW, and the time constant was 0.25 s.
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It is seen that there is reasonable agreement between
theory and the measurements. The frequency dependen
most pronounced at low frequencies, and the matrix elem
are close to their asymptotic values atVt;10. The slopes of
the curves form50.1 andm51 are of opposite sign tha
that form510. The sign changes whenm5eG l /2 ~.3 for our
experimental values! at which value the matrix elements a
frequency independent. The variation of the matrix eleme
measured at the higher intensity (P555 mW-not shown!
was similar, although the higher intensity gave a sligh
higher coupling constant, and also more pronounced b
fanning.

The matrix elementsT11 andT22 describe the effective
transmission of the fluctuations initially in the signal a
pump beams. Matrix elementsT12 and T21 describe cross
coupling of fluctuations from pump to signal and signal
pump, respectively. The variation of the matrix eleme
with frequency leads to a frequency dependent redistribu
of fluctuations between the beams. For example, as see
Fig. 2, T12 falls at low frequencies form510. This implies
that low-frequency fluctuations are suppressed when the
nal beam is amplified. The ‘‘missing’’ fluctuations remain
the pump beam sinceT22 rises at low frequencies form
510. In other words, amplification of a weak signal by
strong pump beam is accompanied by filtering lo
frequency pump noise. Note that the beam for which nois
reduced or enhanced can be selected by varying the inte
ratio sincem2eG l /2.0 gives noise reduction in the sign
beam, whilem2eG l /2,0 gives noise reduction in the pum
beam.

In summary, the matrix elements describing the trans
of fluctuations in photorefractive two-beam coupling we
1496 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 70, No. 12, 24 March 1997
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measured and found to agree with a perturbative treatmen
the interaction. The transfer is frequency dependent at
frequencies, and approaches a constant value when the
tuation frequency exceeds several inverse time constant
the low frequency regime amplification with pump nois
reduction is possible.

Support was provided by the Danish Natural Scien
Research Council and Forskerakademiet.
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